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New Features 

Enhancements 

Bug Fixes 

New Features 

Feature  Description 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

Rocket will now honor any Part List Column configuration overrides that 
have been set in Tenant Admin > Parts List Columns or Org Admin > Parts
List Columns.  This will allow users to see any tag values or specific 
column ordering that the Admin would like to display. 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

Rocket users will now see custom branding for their tenant on the login 
page after they logout and revisit the login page in the future.  Previously
users would not see their branded login experience when returning to 
Documoto after logout.  This should provide a better branded experience
for users. 

 
 

Enhancements 

Feature  Description 

Docustudio  A Recently Created view was added to the Docustudio Open Page modal
This view allows a Publisher user to see pages that have been published 
recently but that may not have been indexed yet. This view was added 
because some publishers were noticing that content created during peak
business hours was not showing up immediately in Docustudio due to 
slower indexing performance and this was leading to confusion and 
rework. This new feature should alleviate the problem and provide 
Publishers with immediate access to newly published pages in 
Docustudio. 
 
Link to KB article to download new version of Docustudio - 
http://support.digabit.com/customer/portal/articles/1480892  

http://support.digabit.com/customer/portal/articles/1480892
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Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

The Page Viewer experience is being improved again in this release to 
maximize viewing space and provide more information to users with less 
scrolling. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

Font size and alignment for hotpoint numbers on initial page load has 
been modified to improve page viewing experience for Rocket users. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

The BOM Grid/List view toggle design has been modified to fit better on 
the page viewer in Rocket. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

The design of the BOM List View has been enhanced to provide a better 
experience for Rocket users.  Width has been reduced and the add to car
icon has been enhanced to allow for more tiles to fit in initial view. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

At the request of many customers, Hotpoint links in Rocket have been 
redesigned to appear as solid squares, which more closely aligns to how 
they were designed and displayed in the Flex Library.  This should 
improve the Rocket experience for users that are more familiar with the 
Flex Library. 

Rocket - Part 
Viewer 

At the request of many customers, the Part Viewer experience has been 
redesigned so that all relevant information is in the view vs. displayed 
behind the new top links.  This should allow users to more easily 
consume all Part Information without clicking any additional links. 

Rocket - Taxonomy 
Editor 

The Taxonomy Editor will now allow an Admin user to add any available 
content entity type as a Taxon search criteria. 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

At the request of many customers, our new Rocket top links for Tags, 
Related Items, and Comments in the Book, Chapter, and Page viewers wi
display in the Primary Brand color for the tenant if there is information 
contained for the object being viewed.  This change should make it more
apparent when information exists for the object being viewed. 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

The Information top link in Book, Chapter, and Page Viewers has been 
replaced with a Tags top link.  Many customers requested that this icon 
would be more useful since that is where users go to see Tag information
for the object being viewed. 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

Top link icons in the Book, Chapter, Page, and Part Viewers have been 
enhanced to display descriptive text upon hover over.  This should 
provide users more information about what each icon represents. 
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Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

A loading indicator has been added to the Rocket login page so users are
aware that the application is loading.  Previously, no loading indicator 
appeared and some users were confused if the app was actually loading 
or not. 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

The main menu in Rocket will now automatically close when a user 
selects a navigation option.  Previously, the menu remained open and 
was confusing to users. 

 
 

Bug Fixes 

Feature  Description 

Docustudio  A bug in Docustudio that was causing published pages to display 
incorrect Date/Timestamps in Docustudio was fixed. 

Flex - Organization 
Admin 

A bug in Flex Org Admin that was requiring admin users to click twice to 
save a new Organization was fixed. 

Flex - Publisher  A bug in Media Manager that was causing deleted media to display in the
new Recently Created view was fixed. 

Flex - Publisher  A bug in Flex Publisher that was causing blank rows to appear in the new
Recently Created views in Media Manager was fixed. 

Flex - Tenant 
Admin 

A bug in Flex Tenant Admin that was preventing admin users from editing
the address for an existing User was fixed. 

Flex - Tenant 
Admin 

Range tag values that have leading zeros will now be properly displayed 
in both Rocket and Web Library.  Previously Documoto was not displaying
these leading zeros, although they were being stored properly in the 
database. 
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Rocket - Direct 
URLs 

There were revisions made to our Rocket technical documentation in 
regards to how to use Direct URLs to access Rocket.  It came to our 
attention that some areas of the document were communicating incorrec
URL formats.  Please reference this new revision if you need to construct
Direct URLs to Rocket moving forward. 
 
Link to KB Article - 
http://support.digabit.com/customer/portal/articles/2808696   

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

A bug in Rocket Page Viewer that was causing hotpoint numbers to 
expand outside of the hotpoint circle when zooming in on the image was
fixed. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

A bug in Rocket Page Viewer that was causing hotpoint numbers to 
appear unusually small and illegible upon initial page load was fixed. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

A bug in Rocket Page Viewer that was causing odd zoom behavior when 
there are multiple hotpoints on the page with the same Item number was
fixed. 

Rocket - Part 
Viewer 

A bug in Rocket Part Viewer that was not correctly ordering Part Tags for
display was fixed. 

Rocket - Printing  A bug in Printing that was resulting in some contents to not be printed in
the selected print language was fixed. 

Rocket - Search  A bug in Rocket Search that was preventing display of the BOM row 
where the search keyword was found has been fixed. 

Rocket - Search  A bug in Rocket Search that was causing a user's mouse focus to remain 
on suggested keywords even after mousing away from the search 
dropdown was fixed. 

Rocket - Shopping 
Cart 

A bug in Rocket Cart that was causing price levels to be displayed to 
users even if their Organizational settings were not configured to display
those prices was fixed. 

Rocket - Shopping 
Cart 

A bug in Rocket Shopping Cart that was causing the QuickAdd modal 
window to re-open after selecting a part to add to the cart was fixed. 

Rocket - Style 
Editor 

A bug in Style Editor that was causing labels to not be shown in the 
correct locale was fixed. 

http://support.digabit.com/customer/portal/articles/2808696
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Rocket - Taxonomy 
Editor 

A bug that was causing Taxon Search to not default to All Entities was 
fixed. 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

A bug in Rocket that was resulting in some Taxon tile text spilling out of 
the tile was fixed. 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

A bug in Rocket that was resulting in errors upon login when users 
selected some locales (i.e., Turkish) was fixed. 

 
 


